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Terms of Reference 
Assessment of Legislative & Spatial Tools for Public  

Spaces in Palestine  
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The “HAYA” Programme “Eliminating Violence Against Women in the West Bank and Gaza 
Strip” is a five-year joint programme funded by the Government of Canada with an overall 
programme objective of building just and secure communities for women and girls in the 
West Bank and Gaza Strip. This will be achieved through progress against three main 
outcomes focusing on: (1) Decreased harmful practices and attitudes that perpetuate and 
validate violence against women and girls within targeted households and communities; (2) 
Increased access by women and girls of gender- responsive EVAW services (economic, 
medical, psychosocial, security, shelter) free of discrimination1; (3) Strengthened institutional 
capacity to develop and implement legal and policy frameworks that promote and protect 
women’s and girls’ rights with regards to VAW. Under outcome (1), there is a special focus on 
building an enabling policy environment to combat violence against women and Increase the 
knowledge and capacity to undertake comprehensive local interventions for prevention and 
response on EVAW by local authorities and municipalities. 

UN-Habitat in cooperation with the Ministry of Local Government intends to use part of the 
grant to hire an individual consultant to perform specific tasks under the contract entitled 
“Assessment of Legislative and Spatial Tools for Public Spaces2 in Palestine. The proposed 
consultancy will support UN-Habitat in conducting an assessment of tools and legislations 
used in Palestine and assess capacities of selected municipalities (Jenin, Nablus, Jericho, 
Bethlehem, Beit Jala, Beit Sahour, Ad-Doha and Khan Younis) in this regard, with a specific 
focus on providing safe, inclusive and accessible public space for women and girls, especially 
in the most disadvantaged communities in designs and in legislations and by-laws used, it also 
covers on the job training to produce a public space strategy in each targeted municipality. 

 

 
1 It also intersects with many human right conventions such as: CRC Convention on the Rights of the 
Child, CEDAW Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, CRPD 
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 
 
2 “Public spaces are key element of individual and social well-being, the places of a community’s collective life, 
expressions of the diversity of their common, natural and cultural richness and a foundation of their identity”. 
Charter of Public Space, Rome, 2013 

https://sdg.humanrights.dk/en/instrument=30
https://sdg.humanrights.dk/en/instrument=29
https://sdg.humanrights.dk/en/instrument=32
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2. BACKGROUND 

 
The United Nations Human Settlements Programme, UN-Habitat, is mandated by the UN 
General Assembly to promote socially and environmentally sustainable towns and cities with 
the goal of providing adequate shelter for all. UN-Habitat has the mandate to work with public 
space, to promote local governments to: “use public space for inclusion, economic 
improvement, culture, and environmental resilience in cities”, “facilitate and implement 
exchange, cooperation and research between partners working in this field”, “develop a 
policy approach on the role that public spaces play in meeting the challenges of our rapidly 
urbanizing world, to disseminate that policy and its results widely and to develop a plan for 
ensuring its application internationally”, Governing Council Resolution 23/4, April 2011. A key 
milestone was the adoption of the SDG 11.7 which states3: that by 2030, provide universal 
access to safe, inclusive and accessible, green and public spaces, particularly for women and 
children, older persons and persons with disabilities. The indicator for the target is requesting 
local and national governments to collect the meta-data for the “Average share of the built-
up area of cities that is open space for public use for all, by sex, age and persons with 
disabilities”. 
 
Over the past few years there has been growing attention to creating safe, inclusive and 
accessible public spaces, especially for women and girls. The adoption of SDG 11.7 and the 
elaboration of the New Urban Agenda provide significant recognition of the importance of 
public space to sustainable development and whilst it is a critical first step, on its own it will 
have little impact without an appropriate follow up mechanism. Therefore, there is a need 
for supporting local and national governments in developing legislation, policy, norms and 
practices, which support governments in adopting a holistic and integrated approach to the 
planning, design development, creation, protection and management of public spaces which 
are safe, inclusive and accessible for women and girls. Despite the importance of public space, 
especially for women and girls, it has seldom been given the attention it deserves and, more 
importantly, in policy and action especially at the local level. Therefore, the requested 
assignment in the targeted cities is considered a key milestone to implement good practices 
and acts as leading pilots that will inform policy makers at the local and national levels.  
 

 
3 11.7 Indicators 11.7.1 Average share of the built-up area of cities that is open space for public use for 
all, by sex, age and persons with disabilities 
 11.7.2Proportion of persons victim of physical or sexual harassment, by sex, age, disability status and 
place of occurrence, in the previous 12 months. 

 

https://sdg.humanrights.dk/en/targets2?target=11.7
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3. SCOPE OF SERVICES 

3.1  Main Objective 

The main objective of this assignment is to identify legislative gaps and assess the existing spatial 
tools of urban design/ spatial Planning in Palestine, and to review the methodology used by HAYA 
Joint Programme to assess and implement public spaces in the targeted cities. Moreover, this 
assignment aims at providing an on-the-job training to build municipal capacities in producing 
local public space strategies based on the city-wide assessment recommendations, (see Annex 
1: City Wide Public Space Strategies Guidebook). 

3.2  Main Tasks and Expected Outputs: 

In order to achieve the objectives of this assignment, the individual consultant is requested to 
perform the following tasks and achieve the expected outputs:   

Phase One: 
Preparation Phase 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Two weeks) 

o Conduct a kick off meeting with UN-Habitat’s HAYA Joint 
programme team and with MoLG counterparts.  

o Conduct a desk review of the legislations that are used or affect 
public spaces inside the boundaries of the Palestinian 
municipalities, review documents produced by HAYA Joint 
Programme, the desk review includes -but not limited to-: 

o Laws and regulations: Towns and Villages Law of 1966 No. 
79, and 1936 effective in Gaza strip, acquisition law, 
related by-laws etc. 

o Kobo collect. Tool. 
o City- wide Public Space Assessment reports 
o Site Specific Assessment reports 
o 3 regional or international case studies related to 

legislations, strategies, methodologies for developing 
safe and inclusive public spaces. 

o Develop questionnaire/s targeting 8 municipalities (Jericho, Jenin, 
Nablus, Bethlehem Cluster (Bethlehem, Beit Jala, Beit Sahour, Ad-
Doha), and Khan Younis). This questionnaire is to assess the 
capacities and knowledge of municipal staff and is to be filled -at 
least- by the engineering departments, gender units, public 
relations departments and any related staff dealing with public 
places design, promotion, activation, maintenance etc. the 
questionnaire is to cover: 

1- Spatial tools used in municipalities . 
2- Municipal capacity assessment . 

o Assess and provide recommendations regarding legislative gaps and 
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tools used. 
o Provide a work plan for the next steps needed to assess municipal 

capacities and the preparation of the on-the-job-training. 
 

Expected outputs: Inception report including summery of the desk 
review findings and case studies, recommendations regarding legislative 
gaps and used tools, suggested work plan and suggested 
questionnaire/s.  

Phase Two: 
Assessment of 
target 
municipalities . 

 

 

 

 

(Two weeks) 

o Conduct visits to targeted municipalities to: 
a) Distribute and fill the questionnaires 
b) Conduct interviews “three per municipality”, meetings should 

include decision makers and active municipal staff members 
working on public spaces. 
Note: (Meetings can be held via the Zoom platform or any 
convenient online platforms if Covid-19 continues to be a 
constraint)  

o Analyze and assess the findings of the desk review, and data 
collected from the filled questionnaires and conducted interviews,  

 
Expected outputs: Draft Assessment Report and Recommendations 
including 1) needed amendments to the existing legislations and 2) 
review of the approach used in public spaces design, implementation 
and management in the targeted municipalities, 3) needed capacity 
development packages, etc.  

Phase three: 
Orientation and 
On- the Job 
Training 

 
 

(Three weeks) 

o Develop based on the findings of the assessment the needed 
training material - including handouts, reading material and power 
point presentations in Arabic - the material should be submitted for 
approval and should be based on an interactive training technique.  

o Conduct three trainings : a) central workshop orientation - it could 
be held online, b) central specific training of selected engineering 
staff. c) on the job training for each targeted municipality to 
prepare the local public spaces strategies. 

 
Expected outputs: Training report including full documentation of the 
three trainings and all the training materials in an editable format as 
annexes. 
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Final Phase: 

Recommendation 
and Public Spaces 
Local Strategic 
Directions 

(Two weeks) 

o Present the final training outputs and the developed “local public 
space strategies” and the legislative gaps assessment and 
recommendations to MoLG and UN-Habitat - HAYA Joint 
Programme team to get their feedback before finalizing the 
assessment report 

 

Expected outputs: Final Assessment Report with the developed five 
local public space strategies as an annex. 

 

4. ASSIGNMENT’S TIMEFRAME:   

The duration of the assignment is expected to be (3) three calendar months, starting from 
20-12-2020. 

5. DELEVIRABLELS 4       

 
4 Deliverables should be submitted to the Client in two hard copies and soft copies. The files should be in an open 
editable format documents: doc, pttx, AutoCAD, shape files, Excels, Etc.  

 

Item 
Deliverable Name 

Expected Due Date 

Phase I (Preparation Phase):  

 

Inception Report that 
includes: 1) a summery of 
the desk review findings 
and the analyzed case 
studies, 2) 
recommendations 
regarding legislative gaps 
and used tools, 3) draft 
work plan and 4) 
questionnaire/s 

Two weeks after signing 
the contract  

Phase II: Assessment of targeted 
municipalities . 

 

Draft Assessment Report 
and Recommendations, 
including: 1) needed 
amendments to the 
existing legislations and 2) 
review of the approach 

four weeks after signing 
contract 
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6. LEVEL OF EFFORT 

The Consultant is expected to accomplish the tasks associated with this assignment within the 
designated timeframe and for an estimated input of time/effort of up to 30 working days.  
 

Task Man/month (LoE) 
Phase I (Preparation Phase)  9 

Phase II (Assessment of target 8 

used in public spaces 
design, implementation 
and management in the 
targeted municipalities, 3) 
needed capacity 
development packages, 
etc. 

Phase III:  Orientation and On-the 
Job Training 

 

Training report including 
full documentation of the 
3 trainings, all training 
materials used, workshops 
agendas, documentation 
of workshops/ online 
meetings, participants lists, 
and evaluation of trainees. 

seven weeks after signing 
the contract 

Phase IV:  Recommendation and 
Public Spaces Local Strategic 
Directions 

 

Final Assessment Report 
with the developed five 
local public space 
strategies that includes 
the findings and reflections 
on the methodology used 
and municipal capacity 
needs, recommendations 
on legislative and spatial 
tools amendments, and 
the 5 developed local 
public space strategies / 
plans supported by maps. 

nine weeks after signing 
the contract 
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municipalities) . 

Phase III (Orientation and On- the 
Job Training). 

10 

Phase IV (Recommendation and 
Public Space Local Strategic 
Directions) 

3 

Total Number of Days 30 

 

7. CONTRACT TYPE AND PAYMENT SCHEDULE 

This contract is a lump-sum contract. Payments will be arranged according to the following:  
• First Payment: 40% after approval of first and second Phases deliverables. 
• Final Payment: 60% after approval of third and fourth Phases deliverables.   

 
8. CONSULTANT COMPETENCIES, SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE 

The assignment will be conducted by an external consultant recruited by UN-Habitat who has 
the needed skills to carry out the tasks as identified in the ToR.  The contracted consultant will 
have the sole accountability to UN-Habitat and will be responsible for all listed deliverables. 
The requested competencies, skills and experience are:    
Functional Competencies: 

• Excellent facilitation and communication skills;  
• Excellent understanding of the local government context and the planning system in 

Palestine. 
• Good understanding of the underlying issues related to gender; 
• Good research skills;  
• Good understanding and practice of capacity development;   

 

Core competencies: 

• Awareness and sensitivity regarding gender issues 
• Accountability 
• Creative Problem Solving 
• Effective Communication 
• Inclusive Collaboration 
• Stakeholder Engagement 
• Leading by Example 

Education: 

• A degree in Architecture, Urban Planning, Urban Design, or any related field. 
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Experience:  

• 15 years of relevant working experience   
• A proven record of experience in working on developing manuals, guidelines, toolkits, 

reports and assessment studies, preferably within the local government sector. 
• A proven record of experience in facilitation and providing trainings to professionals 
• Experience in gender responsive planning is a core asset 
• Experience with the UN is an asset. 
• Experience working with the Ministry of Local Government and municipalities is an 

asset. 
 
Languages: 

• Fluent in Arabic and English. 
 

9. SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 

The Consultant should submit technical and financial proposals separately in electronic format 
addressed for the attention of UN-Habitat (in two separate documents clearly titled with the 
name of the assignment) at: unhabitat-palestine@un.org by the deadline of 26 November 2020.  

The Consultant is required to submit the following for the technical submission: 

- A proposal that includes the Proposed Methodology, Approach and Implementation Plan 

- Sample of similar assignments conducted by the consultant which illustrates his/her 
experience in the requested tasks. 

The Consultant is required to submit the following for financial submission: 

- A financial offer in the currency of United States Dollars (USD) including a breakdown of 
the different costs. 

- Certified true copy from a bank on the details of account of the Consulting firm, including 
name, address, account number, wire instructions, etc  

 

10. LIST OF ANNEXES: 

Annex 1:  City-Wide Public Space Strategies Guidebook 
https://unhabitat.org/sites/default/files/2020/03/cwpss_guidebook_20200116.pdf   
 

 

https://unhabitat.org/sites/default/files/2020/03/cwpss_guidebook_20200116.pdf
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